
l>een fixed as follows. It is necessary that sliop^ should
Eirr.iRo:, 1̂ 0 open at any other hour.’ ' It is notew,orth.y 

tliat the condition does not say tliat tlie gh.Qp should 
not, on any account, be closed during these hours.

It seems to me that the object of this condition 
is to prevent the sale of liquor outside thG fixed hours. 
This condition cannot be interpreted as meaning that at 
no time between these two limits the shop should be 
closed, even temporarily. If that be the intention oi 
the authorities, they ought to lay down the condililon 
in more express terms.

In my opinion there was jio breach of the condition 
in the licence. I accordingly accept this reference and 
setting aside the conviction and sentence, acquit the- 
accused and direct that the fine, if paid, be refmide’' .
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FULL BENCH.
Before Mr. Justice Banerji, Mr. Justice Young and 

Mr. Justice King.

5. MUNICIPAL BOARD, BENAEES (P l a i n t i f f ) y.

------------- - KANrTAITA LA L  a n d  o t h e e s  ( D e f e n d a n t s ).®'

(histom— Whether question of fact or of mixed law cmd fact—  
Second appeal— Giml ProcedMre Code, section  100— Suh- 
dantial error or defect in procedw e— Misreading or
ignoring of important docmnentary evidence— Haq-i- 
chaharum— Custom in Benares city .

A finding as to the existence or non-exifstence of a
custom, in so far as it is a finding that a cerfcain practice does- 
or does^not prevail, is a finding of fact. The question whether 
a prevailing practice lias the essential attributes of a legally 
binding custom is a question of law.

A finding that it is not proved tha;t owners of houses in at 
certain locality have usually, upon occasions-of the sale r-t 
their houses, paid zar-i~ehaliarmn to the owner of the site 

i& a finding of fact, binding upon the High Court in second
Secoiid Appeal No. 1812 of 1926, from r decree oFlk;; A. H . SauiT' 

District Judge of Benares, dated the 8th of May, 1926, coufirming a decree- 
cf T îiaj Nath Makerji, City Muoaif of Ben.ives. ^ated the 1st of . 
192S. _



appeal,unless it is satiated by some error of law. If is- 
found t-iat zar-i-chaharm:
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mn has usually been paid on demaiid, mux]ci-c4t̂
then a further question arises -wlietlier the usual practice is \Boaec,
sufficiently ancient, uniform, certain, unint.errupted, etc.,. 
to coustftui^ a custom having the force of law. This 'i'-AMH-M:':-
latter question is a question of law. A finding that a 
“ custom” does not exist may, however, involve the deter
mination of bffth questions.

But a finding of fact may be vitiated by some error of 
law. Misreading or iguoriiig of important documentary
evidence amounts to a substantial error or defect in the pro- 
ceflure within the meaning of section 100 (1) (c) of the Civil 
Procedure Code and the High Court is justified in reversing the 
finding if it be of opinion that the reversal of the finding is 
justified on the merits.

The custom of haq-i-diahariim. was held established in 
muhalla, Ivucha Champa Shahid of Benares city.

Dr. K . N. Katju and Mr- iff. L. Chaturvedi, for 
the appellant.

Messrs. Iqhal Ahmad and- Muhhtar Ahmnd, fo? 
the reRpondents.

B anerji, Y oung and K inCx, JJ. :— Tlie chief poinr 
for determination is whether the finding of the lower 
appellate court, that the existence of an alleged local 
custom has not been proved, i,s a finding of fact binding 
npon this Conrt in  second appeal.

On the 5th of December, 1918, one Nepal sold his 
house situated in the city of Benares to Kanhaiya Lai, 
defendant ISTo. 1. The Municipal Board of Benares, 
as owner of the site of the house, brought the suit o«t 
o f which this appeal arises, against the buyer (defendant 
No. 1 ) and the reipresentatives of the seller (defendants 
Nos- 2 and 3) claiming one-fourth of the salepi-ice {zar- 
i-chalianim) on the basis of the local custom alleged 
to prevail throughout the city o f Benares.

The principal defence was that the house is situated 
in th.6 shahr khas (city proper) and the alleged custom 
o f does not prevail in. the shahr khas,
althougK It  may prevail in certain mauzas which were 
form erly rural areas but have now been absorbed a n d « 
included in the Municipal area.



1981" The trial court found upon the evidence t^at no 
custom of realising zar-i-chaharum exists in sliafir khas, 

benaees and dismissed the suit. The plaintiff appealed to the 
Eanhaiya ‘District Judge who, after remanding the case-, for find- 

iiigs upon certain issues, agreed with the trial court in 
finding that the plaintiff had failed to prove the existence 
of the alleged custom in the muhalla in dispute, namely 
muhalla Kucha Champa 'Shahid, which is in the shah? 
khas.- The plaintiff now comes to this Court in second 
appeal and contends that the court helow was Avrong in 
finding that the alleged custom did not prevail in tiie 
locality in dispute.

For the respondent it is argued that the fin-rUng 
()f the court below as to the non-existence of the alleged 
custom is a finding of fact which is binding upon this 
Court in second api êal. The apipellant maintains that 
the question of the existence of a custom is a mixed 
question of law and of fact. So far as the facts are 
concerned, the findings of the court below, if properly 
a I rived at, must be accepted; but the question whether 
upon the facts so found the existence of the custom, 
is or is not proved is a question of law. • The High Court 
therefore can and should examine the evidence aud 
decide whether the evidence is not sufficient to prove the 
alleged custom. Each party cites numerous authorities 
in support of his contention.

The difficulty in deciding which of the two con- 
fli-0ting contentions is correct seems to us to arise 
partly from an ambiguity in the meaning of the word 
‘ 'custom” . In one sense it means simply a usual prac
tice. In'another sense it means an established practice 
<)r usage having the force of law. That the inhabitants 
o f-a  certain locality have, in certain circumstances, 
usually acted in a certain manner is, we think, a "fact’ '. 
It is a state of things, Otr relation of things, capable of 
being perceived by the senses. It is impossible to 
determine whether a given finding is or is not̂ a? finding 
of  fact unless we assign to the word ‘ "fact”  a definite 
and m îform meaning, and we think that the word 
"fa(>t'’ should be understood to have the meaningo
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assigi:^d to it’’ in section 3 of the Indian Evidence Act.'
So a findii^' that it is not proved that owriers of houses municital 
in m'uhalla Kucha Chamipa Shahid have ̂ usually, upon bbnases 
occasions b.l the sale of their houses, paid sar4-clialianmi xa-£>-w  ̂
to the owner of the site, is in our opinion a finding of 
fact. I f it is found that zar-i-chaJiarmn has usually 
been paid oli demand, then a further question arises 
whether the usual practice is sufficiently ancient, uniform, 
certain, uninterrupted and so forth to constitute a 
binding custom, that is, a custom having the force of 
law. This latter question must be a question of law.
That a practice prevails is perceptible by the. senses and 
therefore a ' ‘fact''; that the usual practice is legally, 
binding is not a “ fact’ ’ . So the question whether it is 
legally binding is a question of law.

These propositions are abundanth  ̂ supported by the 
rulings of their Lordships of the Privy Council. In 
Blohesh Chiinder Dhal v. Satrughan Dhal (1) the ques
tion was whether the custom of lineal primogeniture 
had been proved as the rule of succession to an impartible 
raj. The Privy Council observed that the High Court 
were right in "‘considering that the question was merely 
a question of fact” .

In Miiliammad Kamil v. Imtiaz Fatima (2) the 
question was whether inheritance was governed by a 
family custom excluding female heirs. Their Lord'
•ships remarked “ The existence of such a custom. is-*a 
•question of fact . . . ”

In Rup Chmid v. Jambu Prasad (3) the (question 
was whether a custom, applicable to the parties, 
authorising the adoption of a married boy, had been 
established. Their Lordships lajd down that “ This 
is, strictly speaking, a pure question of fact determin
able upon the evidence given ik. the case.'" ■

'Similarly in Singh v. Dtircja Singh (4),
where th^ question was whether a family custom had bees

(1) (1901) I .L .K ., 99 Ca.l., 3-13. (Q) 0009) T .nni,, 81 AIL, Co".
<3ii (1910) I.Tj.B :,: 32 Ail.,, :247. : 3-2 AIL,
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established according  ̂to wiiicli a step̂ -bi'otliez? was- 
entitled to succeed equally witli a full brother, their 

siAEEs Lordships observed: ' ‘The question involved ’was
lu.vHAm one of fact only.”

Lastly in Falmia-ppa Chetty v. Sreemath Devasika- 
rnoivy Panclani Sannadhi (1), wliere the cjiiiestion wa,S' 
whether a local custom had been proved, Authorising 
a shebait to alienate debottar lands at a fixed rent, 
irrespectively of legal necessity or beiieiit to the estate, 
and two successive courts had found the custom to be 
proved, the Judicial Committee remarked at page 721 : 
“'No doubt two findings upon questions of pure fact 
nmst be accepted by this Board, but questions of the 
existence of ancient custom are generally questions 
of mixed law and fact; the Judge first finding what
were the things actually done in alleged pursuance-
of custom, and then determining whether these facts 
so found satisfy the requirements of the law. This- 
latter is a question of law, not fa c t / ’ This exposition 
of the law by the highest authority is strongly relied 
upon by the appellant, but we cannot read it
supporting the contention that whenever the question 
is ii’hether an ancient custom has been proved to exist 
then the High Court in second appeal can treat tliê  
wliole question as a question of law and satisfy itself, 
by examination of the entire evidence, whether the* 
fii?-ding of the court below as to the existence or non
existence of the alleged custom is in accordance with 
the weight of evidence. We take the pronouncement-
to meaix-that a finding that an ancient custom exists 
involves the determination of two questions. The first 
question is whether the alleged practice prevails or is- 
usually followed. This is a question of fact. I f the' 
finding is in the affirmative then a secoild question 
afises,—whether the prevailing practice lias the essential 
attributes of a custom having the force of This,

^second question is a question of law' not of fact. If
(1) (1917) I .L .E ., 40 Mad., 709.
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the fiSidiiig upon the first question is in the negative 
then no qiiestion of law arises for determination. A  mp -̂igipal 
finding that a “ custom”  does not exist may, however., 
involve fh#determination of both questioii.s. The court 
of first appeal may hold that the practice does prevail 
bat it is not sufficiently ancient, or uniform, or uninter
rupted etc. to constitute a custom modifying the ordi
nary law. In such a case there v̂ ôuld be a question 
of law for determination in second appeal.

The Privy Council decisions seem to us so clear 
and consistent on the point in dispute that it might 
seem unnecessary to discuss the rulings of the Higli:
Courts in India, but as many such rulings have been 
cited before us we will refer to those which are most 
directly applicable.

The appellant relies stroiigiy upon Kumarappcf 
Reddi v. Manavala Goundan (1) decided by a Full 
Bench of the Madras High Court. The existence of 
a local custom was in dispute and two successive courts 
answered the question in the negative. The Full 
Bench held that they were precluded in second appeal 
from interfering with the findings of actual facts from’ 
which the existence of the custom might be inferred; 
but the inference as to the existence and the decision,' 
as to the validity of the custom are matters of law 
revisable by the High Court in second appeal. They 
expressly overruled Kalmrla Ahhayya y. Raja Venkata 
Parpayya Rao (2) which laid down that where a 
question of custom is concerned the High Court in 
second appear should examine the evidence® bearing- 

‘upon it and should consider the credibility of the 
evidence relied on and the weight due to it. W allis ,
G. J ., expressly held that the High Court has no larger 
powers o f" interference witli findings as to custom,, in 
so fa,r as th,©y are findings of fact, than with any other 
finding«^of fact.  ̂ The learned Judges' held that, on 
the facts found by the District Judge, the existence^

<J) (1917) 41 Mad., 374, (2) (1905) L L .E ., 20 Jfad., 24.
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of the custom in the estate was proved. It leems 
^̂ SuED̂  that they were of opinion that the District Judge’ s 

bbnabes findings of fact were, to some extent, vitiate^ ty errors 
Sakhawa of law and therefore liable to interference in second 

appeal. It must be observed that the District JLidge 
held that the custom used to prevail but ^ had beefi 
discontinued in all but a small portion of the lands in 
suit. We think this ruling is no clear authority for 
the view that a finding that an alleged practice does not 
prevail and never has prevailed in a given area is a 
iinding of law and not a finding of fact.

The appellant also cites the Full Bench ruling 
•of this High Court in Ram Bilas v. Lai Bahadur (1), 
but we do not think that it supports his contention. 
It was held that where a question arises as to the 
existence or non-existence of a custom and the lower 
appellate court has acted upon illegal evidence or on 
evidence legally insufficient to establish, the custom, 
then the question is one of law and the High Court 
is entitled in second appeal to consider whether the 
finding is based upon sufficient evidence. In that ease 
the court below found the custom proved. In such 
■cases the question of law necessarily arises as to whether 
the tprevailing practice has the essential attributes 
■of a legally binding custom. When their Lordships 
speak of evidence “ legally insufficient’ ’ to establish 
a custom, we think they mean insufficient to establisli 
a custom having the force of law, that is, insufficient 
to establish the legal requirements of such a custom.

IxL Hamri Dulaiya Y. Janhi (2) and Uafiq v. 
Shankar Lai (3) it ivas held that the question of the 
existence or non-existence of a custom was a question of 
law, or a mixed question qf law and fact, and the High 
Coqrt in second appeal can consider whether the 
finding is based upon sufficient evidence, fe  these 
•^ses, however, the point was not argued.
<1) (1908) I .L .E ., 30 A ll., 311. (2) (1909) 3 Indian cases, 6

A X I { .,  1925 A l l ,  718.
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l!i Ali H'usain y . Syecl Mazahir Hmain (1) tlie i'33i
point was®argued and it was held by a single Judge municipal 
that it is always open to the High Court in second bSaees 
appeal to consider whether a finding on custom was 
based on sufficient evidence. This ruling purports to Iml. 
fcfllow Ram^Bilas v. Lai Bahadur (2),, but seems to go 
further and we cannot reconcile it with the Privy 
Council decisions.

On the other hand we have numerous High Court 
decisions to the effect that a finding as to the existence 
or non-existence of a custom is essentially a finding of 
fact.

The question is very fully discussed in Kailash 
Chandra Datta v. Padma Eisore Roy (3), in which 
it was- held that the question whether the facts found in 
any given instance prove the existence of the essential 
attributes of a custom is a question of law ; the question 
whether such a state of facts has been proved by the 
evidence is merely a question of fact. This appears 
to Us to lay down the law correctly, in the light of 
Privy Council rulings.

Similar opinions are expressed by learned Judges 
of this Court in Hashim A li v. Abdul Rahman (4).
Baru Mai v. Tansukh Rai (5), ShaUra Bibi v. Nandan 
Roy (6), Mimshi v. Saliu Kedar Nath (7), and Ram 
Saran Das v. Pearey Lai (8).

W e think the preponderance of judicial opinion 
establishes the propositions that a finding aT to the 
etdstence or non-exis.tence of a custom, in so far as it 
is a finding that a certain practice does or does not 
prevail, is a finding of fact. The question whether 
a prevailing practice has the gssential attributes of a 
legally binding custom is a question of law.

(1) A .I.E .;, 4924 AIL, 477. fQ) fl908) 30 AIL, Sli-
(3) fI917) 45 Gal., Seff. (4i) (1906) I .L .E ., 28 AIL,; 698.
(5) (1915) 37 A IL :/524.  ̂ , :: ( 241. " • /

, (7): S.A. m  1356 of IW- (8) (1930) ,A1L,^^S^^
decided on 28th October, 1927, and / 
confirmed in L .P .A . ISTo. 2 of 1928.



In accordance with tbese propositions we bave to 
Goiisider how-far 'vve are entitled in second appeal to 

BÊ’Am̂s interfere witli the findings of the court b'̂ dow. The
TAimAri-A District Judge finds that it is not proved that the

practice of mr-i-cliaharum ewev prevailed in muhalla 
Kucha Ghampa Shahid. Not a single infftance of the 
realisation of zcir~i-clmlicmim, in that nmhaila was 
proved. We think this must be held to be a finding 
o f fact binding upon this Court in second appeal unless 
it can be shown that the finding is vitiated by some 
error of law'.

Dr. Katju has forcefully argued for the appellant 
that the finding of the court below should be reversed
as being vitiated by errors of law. One important
branch of evidence consisted of a number of qabuliats
executed in favour of the Collector or Municipal 
Board. The appellant relied on these as containing 
admissions of liability to pay zar-i-dialianmi. The 
court below remarked that they are contracts and ‘ ‘do 
not refer to a custom whereby the dues are realised'’ . 
We find that the learned Judge must have completely 
misread or ignored certain qabuliats which contaiii 
clear references to the custom. Ordinarily ŵ e should 
have sent certain issues to the court below for record- 
iug its findings, but as the whole of the evidence has 
been laid, before us by the advocates for the parties, we 
proceed to examine it.

Serial No. 21 (of the appellant’s list of documents) 
is a qaMiat of the year 1873 relating to the lease of 
a plot in muhalla Gyan Bapi {shahr khas) for building 
pwposes. The lessee states : ' ‘When I or my succes
sors sell the materials of the house, then out of the 
sale price we shall deposit to the Mnnicipahty one- 
feurth share on account of the right (haq) of the'^Muni
cipality.”  This is a clear recognition of the •castGraary 
right of the Municipality to zarA-chahanim. I ’he 
same language is to be found in serial^Nos. 22 and 2  ̂
and'other qab'Hliats also.
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Serial^Nos. 103 to 110 (of the respondent’s list of 
•documents) are qabiiliats of the years 1859 to 1864 in Miri«t;ip.4L 
favour ©f ttlie Collector. In these the lessee recites : beSaSs
“ ■'If we sell the materials of the house we shall deposit

1 m P I T -  . . Kash-AitaIII the Ireasury one-ioiirth as haq-i-zammdan m pur- L a l . 

siiance of î ie custom prevailing in the city.’ " The 
custom could not have been recognized in clearer terms.
Two of these leases relate to Bengali Tola, which is a 
muhalla of shahr khas. The learned Judge was there
fore clearly under a misapprehension when he said that 
the qabuliats do not refer to the custom. We think the ■ 
misreading or ignoring of important documentary 
■evidence amounts to a substantial error or defect in the 
procedure within the meaning of section 100(1) (c) of 
the Code of Civil Procedure and justifies this Court 
in reversing the finding if we hold such reversal justifi
ed on the merits.

Another substantial error in procedure was no 
place reliance upon an opinion expressed by the Law 
Committee of the /Municipality in their resolution of the 
4th of July, 190S. We do not know the names of the 
members, of the Committee. None of them were called 
as witnesses. We think their opinion is inadmissible 
in evidence for the purpose of proving that the custom 
does not prevail.

As to the absence of proof of realisations we think 
the Judge was wrong in supposing that the Collector 
would exercise supervision over the collection of dues 
Jn respect of Nazul land made over to the Municipality 
for administration and control. The suggestion that 
realisations were made but were embezzled by servaiits 
<of the Municipality seems probable enough.

The plaintiff ; produced ^ight ĉ ecrees for;
■diaJiarur  ̂ relating to muhalias of but not to
muhalla Kucha Champa Shahid. ; These show 
the prevalence and validity of the custom: have been 

;j udicially rQCogffi ized in certain muhallas: qf shaJir Jchas.
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This goes far to disprove the defendant’s, contention 
Municipal that the custoHi do6s iiot prevail in any part of ShciJir 

b-narks klias. He himself produced sale deeds relat'^ng to other
tANHAii’A iniihallas in shahr hJias for proving that no zcir-i-

Ghahamm had been paid, so it was common ground tliî t 
the custom prevailing in other mnhallas oi shahr khas 
had an important bearing on the prevalence of the 
custom in the muhalla in dispute.’

One of the strongest pieces of evidence in the plain
tiff’s favour is to be found in the admissions in the 
sale deeds of the house in suit. The sale deed of 1918 
by which the house v̂ as transferred by Nepal to defend
ant No. 1 contains the words : “ And be it known that 
the buyer is responsible for payment of the zar-i- 
chaharum due to the zamindar. I the seller shall have 
no concern with it.”  The earlier sale deed of 1903, 
whereby the house was sold to Nepal, also contains a 
clause stating that the buyer would be responsible for 
the ‘ haq-i-cliahamm zamindar” . The language of the 
deeds contains no suggestion that the zamindar’s righi 
to 'haq4-chaharum was in any way doubtful. We 
think that they amount to admissions of the zamin
dar’ s right, and the language does not support the the
ory that the covenants “ were inserted by way of precau
tion" ’ in case the zamindar really had such a customary 
right.

Upon consideration of the whole of the evidence 
we think the plaintiff has proved the pTevalence of the 
practice in the locality in question. The validity of 
the practice as a custom having the force of law ha  ̂
received judicial recognition in so many cases that we 
must regard it as a legally binding custom. In the 
result vfe allow the appeal and decree the plaintiff’ s suit 
with costs throughout.
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